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ABSTRACT Residual stress measurement is of critical significance to in-service security and the
reliability of engineering components, and has been an active area of scientific interest. This paper
offers a review of several prominent mechanical release methods for residual stress measurement
and recent developments, focusing on the hole-drilling method combined with advanced optical
sensing. Some promising trends for mechanical release methods are also analyzed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Residual stress[1] is the stress within a material that remains stationary and at equilibrium with its

surroundings. It is always generated during fabrication, concatenating or heat treatment[2] and is caused
by non-uniform elastic or elastoplastic deformation due to the effect of applied stresses, temperature
variation or chemical actions.

Residual stress canbe very detrimental to the performance of amaterial and the life of a component.As
early as 1860, Wohler[3] proposed the validation of structures based on fatigue strength and indicated
that residual stress contributed to the fracture of train axles. During operation, the working stress
superimposed on internal residual stress reduces the margin of safety within the material. On one hand,
it adds to the level of deformation a component undergoes as well as a redistribution of the residual
stress leading to a reduction of stiffness and dimensional stability[4]. On the other hand, for materials in
harsh environments, residual stress couples with extreme temperature, overload, heat flux and strong
erosion to contribute to fatigue strength loss[5,6], Stress Corrosion Cracking (SSCC) behavior[7] and
creep cracking resistance[8]. A large number of engineering accidents and disasters have been linked to
residual stress, hence residual stress measurement has significant practical implications in the service,
security and reliability of components. Such measurements can also feedback data to heat treatment,
surface strengthening, stress relief or scrap diagnosis processes to improve material performance.
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Residual stress measurements date back to the 1930s, with dozens of methods subsequently being
developed[9]. They can be divided into two categories depending on whether damage will be caused to
the specimen or not: Mechanical release methods[10] such as the hole-drilling, sectioning, ring core, crack
compliance and layer removal; and physical determination[11–15] such as X-ray diffraction, magnetics,
ultrasonics and Raman methods.

Mechanical release methods locally separate or split the component to release the residual stress,
resulting in damage. Measurement is achieved by using strain gauges, moiré interferometry, holography,
laser speckle interferometry and/or DIC[16–18]. Such methods are very well developed and the theory
is well understood.

Non-destructive methods include several well established techniques that are all relatively expensive.
X-ray diffraction can only be used as a surface measurement technique for certain crystalline materials
and is sensitive to surface preparation. Magnetic testing methods can only be used on magnetic materials
and are based on the changing relationship between stress and the magnetization curve in the process
of ferromagnetic saturation. And ultrasonic testing[19] is simple in principle, and is suitable for depth-
varying residual stress measurements although there are still some difficulties to overcome[20,21] such
as distinguishing sound velocity changes caused by materials defects or stress.

Mechanical release methods, although seemingly less attractive than non-destructive methods be-
cause of the damage they cause to specimens, are often the preferred choice because of their versatility
and reliability. Among them, the small diameter and shallow blind-hole method, which causes less
damage and is fairly accurate, makes it one of the most popular standard methods in the field. This
paper will review and summarize recent developments and application of residual stress measurement
techniques using mechanical release methods combined with advanced optical sensing, with emphasis
on the hole-drilling method combined with optical measurement. It concludes with an analysis and
indication of some promising trends in this area.

Table 1 summarizes the major methods for residual stress measurement.

Table 1. A comparison of the major methods used for residual stress measurement

Method Penetration Spatial resolution Accuracy Comments

Hole ∼ 1.2×hole diameter 50 μm length ±50 MPa
Three dimensional stress

drill
by in-plane point measurement;
semi-destructive; economical

±1.38 MPa (for
Accurate and economical when only

Sectioning Specimen thickness/length > 1 mm3

three measurements)
the longitudinal stress are important;
creates irreversible destruction

Layer
0.1 ∼ 0.5 of thickness 0.05 of thickness

Limited by minimum Three dimensional stress by layer to
removal measurable curvature layer removal; can be time consuming

Nondestructive for magnetic
Magnetic 10 mm 1 mm 10% materials only; economical device;

in-plane stress measuement

X-ray < 50 μm (Al), < 5 μm (Ti) 1 mm diameter
Nondestructive only as a surface

diffraction < 1 mm (with layer removal) 20 μm depth
±20 MPa technique; in-plane stress; sensitive to

surface roughness; costly equipment
Nondestructive; sensitive to micro-

Ultrasonic > 10 cm 5 mm ±50× 10−6 strain structures and defects; limited by
reliability of stress free references

Raman < 1 μm <
∼

1 μm
50 MPa Sensitive to surface roughness;

(≡ Δλ ≈ 0.1 cm−1) costly equipment

II. HOLE-DRILLING METHOD
2.1. Strain Gauge Rosette Hole-Drilling

The hole-drilling method, pioneered by Mathar[22] in 1934, is one of the most popular techniques
used to measure residual stress. The theory of the hole-drilling method was established by Soete[23] and
Rendler et al.[24], and was further developed in application range. The rationale of the measurement
is to install a highly sensitive strain rosette on the sample surface (under stress equilibrium state) and
then mechanically drill a hole in the rosette center. The material removal will cause a stress relaxation
in the locality around the circular hole measured by the strain rosette method, i.e. it will destroy the
former equilibrium state and attain a new stress distribution resulting in the surrounding material
deformation, namely, strain relief.
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The average principal stress and orientation (σmax,σmin,β) canbe calculatedusing elastic theory[16,17],
the corresponding formulas can be expressed as follows:

σmax,min =
ε1 + ε2

4A
±

1

4B

√
(ε1 − ε2)2 + [2ε3 − (ε1 + ε2)]2

tan(2β) =
2ε3 − (ε1 + ε2)

ε2 − ε1

(1)

where ε1, ε2 and ε3 are strains obtained using the strain rosette (consisting of three strain gauges); A
and B are release coefficients; and β is the angle between the orientation of the principal stress σmax

and the axis of strain gauge 1, as illustrated in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram illustrating (a) symbol definition and (b) a typical strain gage rosette for the hole-drilling

method[16].

The hole-drilling method is relatively simple, causing very little damage and being effective, ex-
tremely precise, practical to implement, and capable of evaluating residual stress in a wide range of
engineering applications. In addition, the method is suit-
able for measuring depth-varying residual stress by using
incremental hole-drilling steps. The American Society for
Testing Materials (ASTM) has established two compre-
hensive standards[16,17] for this method.

The main limitations with conventional strain gauge
measurements are: the restricted range of hole geometry,
the specific gauge rosette design, the need for accurate
alignment during the hole-drilling process, and the lim-
ited strain data averaged within the length range of the
strain gauge used. Recently, with the development of pho-
toelectric technology, advanced optical sensors have been
combined with such mechanical release methods to mea-
sure residual stress. Optical methods are able to make
much more complex measurements and have the advantage
of obtaining full-field deformation data and non-contact,
improved accuracy.

Fig. 2 A schematic diagram illustrating moiré inter-
ferometry measurement.

2.2. Moiré Interferometry Hole-Drilling

Moiré interferometry[25] (Fig.2) is a modern photomechanical method with a number of advantages
such as high sensitivity, good fringe quality and real-time measurement. Since its development in the
1980s, successful applications have been achieved in a variety of fields such as structural strength,
vibration, fatigue and creep measurement.
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This method was first proposed by McDonach[26] and further developed by Nicoletto[27] who drilled
a series of holes at small intervals and analyzed the moiré fringes caused by stress relaxation to obtain
a graded distribution of in-plane residual stress.

Dai et al.[28–32] carried out many studies in this area. They used moiré interferometry instead of
strain gauge rosettes to measure the displacement caused by stress relaxation after hole drilling and
then established the relationship between displacement and residual stress using FEM. A portable moiré
interferometry hole-drilling system which can be used for field measurement has also been developed
and successfully applied to the measurement of residual stress of welded joints and other components.

In 2003, Ya and Dai et al.[33] introduced the full theory, experimental method and application for the
measurement of non-uniform (both in-depth and in-plane) residual stress using the moiré interferometry
hole-drilling method. In 2004, Shankar and Xie et al.[34] conducted a study on the residual stress within
polymer composites, and Xie et al.[35] studied the residual deformation in lap-welded steel plates, as
shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 3. Ux and Uy moiré patterns created by residual stress relaxation after hole-drilling showing the Ux field and Uy field
(field size: 4 mm; x and y directions are perpendicular to and along the weld direction separately) showing: (A) Ux field
moiré pattern; (A′) Uy field moiré pattern; (B) Ux field map of pattern (A); (B′) Uy field map of pattern (A′). (Reprinted
with permission. Ref.[35] Copyright 2011, John Wiley & Sons)

Chang et al.[36] applied a phase-shift moiré interferometry method combined with the blind-hole-
drilling for composite materials. Chen et al.[37,38] developed a grating rosette with 3D sensitivity based
on the moiré interferometry hole-drilling method which was successfully used for various materials.
Zou[32] and Liu et al.[39–42] provided a novel way to measure the welded residual stress of a curved
surface using the moiré interferometry hole-drilling method combined with an advanced grating transfer
method and geometric phase analysis (GPA).

Compared with the conventional hole-drilling method combined with strain gauge rosette measure-
ment, the moiré interferometry hole-drilling method has two main advantages: The first is that the
measuring point can be selected after the hole-drilling process due to full-field measurement of the fringe
pattern; for a strain gauge rosette measurement, the measurement sites are fixed and invariable which
may lead to an incorrect strain value. The second is that the measured values from strain gauge rosette
are averaged making the computation of residual stress an average; while using moiré interferometry
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the displacement values can be obtained point-by-point meaning that a non-uniform residual stress field
can be derived using specific algorithms. The application of moiré interferometry to the hole-drilling
method not only expands the scope of the method, but also improves measurement precision.

2.3. Digital Image Correlation Hole-Drilling

Digital Image Correlation (DIC)[43–45] is a versatile opti-
cal technique which has been rapidly developed over the last
few years and widely applied to the measurement of surface
displacement fields in two or three dimensions. It is based
on the analysis of two digital textured images captured from
the specimen surface before and after deformation using a
high-resolution digital camera typically set perpendicular
to the surface with two cameras being used for 3D mea-
surements. The local textured detail within the two images
are then statistically correlated and their relative displace-
ments can be determined. Figure 4 illustrates the set-up
used for 2D DIC.

DIC has been successfully applied to many residual stress
measurements. Nelson et al.[46,47] were the first to describe
the application of DIC with hole drilling and reported re-
sults for blind-hole measurements on a shrink fit ring sample

Fig. 4 Schematic of the setup used for 2D digital
image correlation.

using a 3D DIC system with two Megapixel cameras. In 2008, Lord et al.[47] integrated DIC measure-
ment with incremental hole-drilling and applied integral method analysis to measure the variation of
residual stress with depth (Fig.5); validation data were in good agreement with those determined by
hole drilling with conventional strain gauge data and FE models verifying effectiveness and reliability,
as shown in Fig.6.

Fig. 5. (a) DIC hole-drilling setup; (b) speckle pattern after drilling; (c) DIC vector plot around the hole after stress
release. (Reprinted with permission. Ref.[47] Copyright 2008, Trans Tech Publications Inc.)

In 2009, Gao & Shang[48] described a new approach for directly determining the residual stress
with DIC hole drilling using the deformation pattern, governed by the residual stress, to transform the
image captured after the deformation of the object. If the values of trial residual stress components
are properly chosen, the image after the transformation will have a maximum similarity to the original
image. This turns the residual stress measurement into a pure numerical computational process, which
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Fig. 6. Comparison of shot-peening residual stresses determined by DIC-hole drilling method with strain gage measure-
ments. Principal stresses are denoted by s1 and s3. (Reprinted with permission. Ref.[47] Copyright 2008, Trans Tech
Publications Inc.)

leads to the direct output of residual stress. Xie et al.[49] and Yao et al.[50] carried out many studies on
this, as well as on the DIC hole-drilling method.

Even very small or micro- specimens (e.g. micromechanical devices) have been investigated using this
method. In 2007, Sabaté et al.[51] described the use of the hole-drilling method with DIC to determine
residual stress in thin films using a 4.5 μm diameter hole created by a Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling,
with DIC being implemented using scanning electron microscopy. The use of micro-holes with DIC has
followed the initial use of micro-slots for stress release.

The benefits of using DIC over other non-contact methods include the potential for rapid measure-
ment with simple surface preparation, applicability to rough or curved surfaces, the ability to correct
rigid body motion, and the limited amount of specialized equipment required. The DIC method is less
sensitive to environmental disturbances than moiré, and so is more suitable and convenient for on-site use.

2.4. Laser Speckle Interferometry Hole-Drilling

Speckle interferometry is a class of laser interference methods which also include Electronic Speckle
Pattern Interferometry (ESPI) and Shearography[52,53]. When a stress is applied to a component, the
surface of the material deforms and a change in the interference fringe pattern occurs. Through analysis
of the fringe pattern, the stress distribution of the component can be derived and the strain relief caused
by hole-drilling can be measured.

The ESPI hole-drilling method was first proposed by Zhang et al.[54,55] in the late 1990s. They
established an optic fiber ESPI hole-drilling system and measured the residual stress of some standard
samples. Schmitt and Hunt[56] analyzed the equations in detail for stress calculation from the ESPI
patterns. Steinzig and Ponslet[57–60] put forward a systematic single-beamESPI hole-drilling method and
error analysis, and provided some practical demonstration experiments with the technique subsequently
becoming commercialized.Xiao et al.[61] measured out-of-plane displacements caused by peening residual
stress relaxation using the commercialized ESPI system. Dı́az et al.[62] measured the residual stress of
an aluminum sheet bearing uniaxial uniform tension load with the ESPI hole-drilling method, as the
optical set-ups shown in Fig.7. And Hung et al.[63] measured the residual stress of a component using
the Shearography hole-drilling method, as shown in Fig.8.

Compared to the moiré interferometry hole-drilling method, the ESPI/Shearography hole-drilling
method can be applied to measuring a rough/uneven surface without transferring a coating or grating
onto it. Compared with the strain gauge measurement, the ESPI/Shearography hole-drilling method
is more efficient and gives more detail on deformation information around the drilled hole. Moreover,
the method can be applied to a wider range of materials and surfaces. However, the ESPI hole-drilling
method can only measure the surface residual stress and is sensitive to ambient vibration, which limits
applications to controlled laboratory environments. As with the Shearography hole-drilling method,
quantitative results from the shearing interferogram are hard to calculate.
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Fig. 7. ESPI system for measuring in-plane-relieved dis-
placement component u(x,y): (L) He-Ne laser; (BS) beam-
splitter; (M1 and M2) mirrors; (DL) divergent lens;
(CCD) video camera; (S) test specimen; (PC) digital im-
age processing system; (PZT) piezoelectric transducer for
phase shifting measurement; (CU) controller unit.

Fig. 8. Shearography fringe pattern around the hole after
stress release. (Reprinted with permission. Ref.[63] Copy-
right 1997, Elsevier)

2.5. Holography Hole-Drilling

Awidely usednon-contact, highprecision opticalmethod,
holography is successfully applied to measuring deforma-
tions due to vibration, high temperature, and so on. The
principle and application is detailedly described in literature
[64–66]. Holography appears to have been the first optical
method applied with hole-drilling not requiring the appli-
cation of a coating or grating. Studies on this date back to
the mid-1980s when Steffens[67] combined holography and
hole-drilling despite his failure to make clear the relationship
between residual stress and fringe orders. Later, Antonov[68],
Lobanov[69] and Rassokha et al.[70] focused on this aspect
and intensively studiedwelded residual stressmeasurements.
They used holography to measure the out-of-plane displace-
ment around a drilled hole, however, in most cases, residual
stresses are in-plane stress with out-of-plane displacements
being very small. Makino and Nelson[71,72] used the holog-
raphy hole-drilling method to calculate the relative fringe
orders to measure the in-plane displacement. Steinzig et
al.[73] developed a commercial system called PRISM that
combined hole drilling with holography for the full-field non-
contact strain measurement. The optical set-ups used for
holographic interferometry and a typical holographic pat-
tern by hole-drilling is shown in Fig.9.

Early studies into the holography hole-drilling method

Fig. 9 (a) Optical set-ups used for holographic in-
terferometry: (L) He-Ne laser; (BS) beam-splitter;
(DL) divergent lens; (CCD) video camera; (S) test
specimen; (PC) digital image processing system;
(b) A typical holographic pattern by hole-drilling.
(Figure (b) adapted with kind permission. Ref.[71]
Copyright 1986, Springer)

were largely dependent on recording the fringe pattern using silver holographic plates and counting
the fringe pattern manually. With the rapid development in digital technology, digital holography had
the advantage of automatic and quantitative analysis of interference patterns which not only reduced
human error but also shortened the processing time.
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A major advantage of the holography hole-drilling method is that it is a non-contact technique
that can obtain the in-plane displacement field using a uniaxial hologram without the requirement for
surface preparation. A drawback is that rigid body motion can easily be introduced during the measuring
process and the speckle noise in the holographic pattern disturbs the determination of fractional fringe
orders.

III. SECTIONING METHOD
The sectioning method has been used for several decades to measure residual stresses in structural

materials and is based on the principle that internal stresses are relieved by cutting out parts of
the specimen. It is best applied when only longitudinal stresses alone (uniaxially distributed) are
important, simplifying analysis by assuming that the transverse stresses are negligible. The residual
stress distribution through the thickness of a plate can be determined from changes of strain readings
after ‘slicing’ the sawed pieces. Since 1970, FEM had been applied to the sectioning method, which
greatly improved the measuring accuracy. Many practical issues such as 3D residual stress of welded
joint could then be done. Tebedge et al.[74] made a sequence of cuts to evaluate the residual stresses in
an I-beam section.

The sectioning method combined with optical methods to evaluate residual stress has also been carried
out by researchers. Liu et al.[75] developed a moiré interferometry-sectioning method and measured the
residual stress of a shot-peening specimen along its thickness, as illustrated schematically in Fig.10.

Fig. 10. Schematic diagrams of (a) the sectioning method and (b) the optical setup for strain relief measurement using
moiré interferometry after stress release.

Zhu et al.[76] measured the residual stress of a thermal barrier coating along the interface using the
moiré interferometry sectioning method, the results of which are illustrated in Fig.11.

Fig. 11. Images showing (a) moiré fringe patterns of the Ux field after cutting from AA′, (b) the calculated displacement
fields from the moiré fringe pattern and (c) strain distribution (εx).

The method has proven itself adequate, accurate and economical if proper care is taken in the
preparation of the specimen and the procedure of measurement. However, the sectioning method creates
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irreversible destruction to the specimen, hence is normally only used for certain specimens, such as thin
plates.

IV. RING CORE METHOD
The ring core method involves measuring the deformation in a central area caused by the cutting of

an annular slot in the surrounding material, which was first proposed by Milbradt[77] in 1951. Like the
hole-drilling and crack compliance methods, the ring-core method can be used to evaluate the in-plane
stresses, and additional incremental drillings as it can be used to evaluate the residual stresses in three
dimensions.

The method was also combined with the optical method and applied to investigating the resid-
ual stress in extremely small/micro- regions. In 2009, Korsunsky et al.[78] conducted a study on the
residual stress evaluation by measuring the strain change at the sample surface via DIC analysis of
SEM micrographs for a regular pattern of dots deposited on the sample surface prior to ring drilling.
Sebastiani et al.[79], in 2011, developed a modified FIB-DIC method to analyze the depth-resolved
residual stress of thin coatings. In addition, Korsunsky
et al.[80], Kang et al.[81] and Song et al.[82] carried out
similar studies when they evaluated the residual stress
of thin coatings/films at the micrometer scale using FIB
milling and DIC. Zhu[83] fabricated an artificial lattice
pattern on the interface of TBCs using FIB to serve as
the deformation carrier in the latter measurement. They
then created a circular band around the pattern by FIB
milling, and DIC was implemented with scanning elec-
tron microscopy to obtain the in-plane strain. Figure 12
shows the SEM images for the patterned surface before

Fig. 12 SEM diagrams of the patterned surface (a) be-
fore milling and (b) after milling.

and after milling.
The ring core method has an advantage over the hole-drilling method in that it provides much larger

surface strains. However, the method is less frequently used because it creates much greater damage
to the specimen and is much less convenient to implement in practice. Recently, the ring core method
was applied to measuring the residual stress of a large steam turbine rotor, which was beneficial to high
strain release rate and measuring accuracy.

V. CRACK COMPLIANCE METHOD
The crack compliance method[84], also named the slotting method or the slitting method, involves

cutting a small slot into the material to monitor the relaxation of stress in the vicinity of the crack.
By incrementally increasing the depth of the slot, it is possible to resolve the stress field normal to the
crack as a function of depth for relatively simple stress distributions. The slit can be introduced by a
thin saw, milling cutter or wire used in electrical discharge machining (EDM).

In 2006, Sabaté et al.[85] measured the local stress within a nano-scale thin film using the DIC crack
compliance method. In 2009, Wang and Xie et al.[86] assessed the residual stress of interconnections by
slot milling with FIB and Geometric Phase Analysis (GPA), as shown in Fig.13.

The crack compliance method has the advantage over the hole-drilling method in that it can evaluate
the stress profile over the entire specimen depth; the surface strain measurement providing data for the
near-surface stresses and the back strain measurement providing data for the deeper stresses. However,
the crack compliance method provides only the residual stress components normal to the cut surface,
whereas the hole-drilling method provides all three in-plane stress components. Additional cuts need to
be made to find other stress components, in which case the overall procedure resembles the sectioning
method.

VI. LAYER REMOVAL METHOD
The layer removal method[87,88] is actually a Stoney method and involves observing the change of

curvature caused by the (incremental) removal of a layer of material. The removal of the materials
from the specimen surface can be implemented by chemical etching or mechanical milling. The initial
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Fig. 13. (a) Schematic diagram of the crack compliance method combined with GPA; (b) the grating and the slot milling
is fabricated using FIB; (c) residual displacement field in direction y in the vicinity of the slot after slot milling calculated
from GPA (2-D displacement field); (d) 3-D show of the displacement field; (e) the stress field of the sample after the
constraint of the left edge of copper layer is removed by finite element method. (Reprinted with permission. Ref.[86]
Copyright 2010, Elsevier)

distribution of the residual stress can be derived from curvature measurements, which can be conducted
by advanced optical sensing with high sensitivity, such as Michelson interferometry, the fringe projection
method[89] and 3D DIC[90]. Figure 14 shows the schematic diagram for residual stress measurement using
the layer removal method combined with 3D DIC.

Themethodwas first applied tomeasuring the resid-
ual stress of a round bar. Heyn[91] milled the outer
surface of the round bar layer by layer, and linked the
relationship between the length change of the round bar
and the radial residual stress. Hospers et al.[92] studied
the residual stresses of as-rolled sheet and spot-peened
materials using the method. They removed the thin
layers by chemical etching which induces an increased
curvature of the sheet and then derived the initial dis-
tribution of the residual stress from curvature measure-
ments.

The layer removal method is suited to flat plate and
cylindrical specimens where the residual stresses are
known to vary with depth, but needs to be uniformly
parallel to the surface.

Fig. 14 Schematic diagram for residual stress measure-
ment using layer removal method combined with 3D DIC
(the 3D deformation is magnified for clarification).

VII. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
There is a wide variety of methods for measuring residual stress in different states and for different

situations. When choosing an experimental scheme for practical measurement, the specific circumstances
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of the component, such as field feasibility and adaptability, expenses and efficiency, and so on, should
be thoroughly considered. The mechanical release methods can be utilized to measure the elastic
deformation directly induced by residual stress relaxation meaning that they can deliver highly accurate
and reliable measurements, and can be applied to a wide range of working conditions. All of these make
the mechanical release methods highly popular, although they may cause some damages to the measured
object.

Compared with conventional strain gauge measurements for mechanically released stress, advanced
optical sensing provides a simple, convenient and economical non-contact and high precision measure-
ment and is adaptable to a wide range of machining geometries and sizes. Moreover, optical sensing
can provide full field deformation information. And furthermore some additional data can be used to
improve the accuracy of residual stress evaluation from mechanical release measurements.

Table 2 lists a comparison of the four most commonly used optical methods.

Table 2. Comparisons of the most commonly used optical methods

Optical methods
Optical sensing

Commentselement preparation
Moiré interferometry Grating Flat surface

DIC Speckles In-situ measurement; convenient
Laser speckle interferometry — Diffuse reflection surface; in-situ measurement

Holography — In-situ measurement

At this time, techniques used for residual stress measurement have followed typical developmental
trends. New ideas, advanced knowledge and innovative technology, such as optical sensing, advanced
machining methods and fast computation capability, have continuously broadened application domains.
An example is the application of FIB instrumentation to make microscopic cuts, holes, rings and slots
in the sub-micron range. This development has dramatically extended the dimension scale of various
residual stress measurement techniques into the micro- and nano-range.

In the future, developmental trends will be towards non-destructive, high precision and on-line
measurements. Such methods offer benefits and convenience to the scientific research and industrial
manufacture.
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